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strive to complete projects on time and budget
strive to meet our clients’ requirements and deliver a professional service
treat all persons in a courteous and respectful manner
conduct ourselves in a fair, ethical and honest way
seek to continuously improve all aspects of our business
work as a team to achieve our goals
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PRIME GLOBAL
LOGISTICS

Prime Global Logistics is a an australian owned
global logistics company
Prime Global Logistics
team strives to deliver
operational excellence
and by adding value our
clients supply chain. We
are project delivery
specialist.

No job is too complicated, heavy or oversized. Our team will
find a way to move project materials on time and within budget,
and provide secure storage options along the way and on site.
Prime Global Logistics’ experienced Project Managers work in
partnership with our valued client to provide hands-on project
solutions.
Our office in West Perth is backed by our partnership with a
multi-national logistics company, giving us the support of a
further 57 offices in 32 countries.
Prime Global Logistics has specialist experience in providing
support to the mining and oil and gas sectors. Drawing on our
global supply network, we are able to develop tailored solutions
to suit the individual needs of clients based throughout the
world. Prime Global Logistics understands the requirements of
the relevant Australian regulatory bodies and their international
counterparts.

OUR SERVICES

Prime Global Logistics has built its reputation on consistently
delivering a high level of service, on time and on budget.
Our team of project managers are experienced and well
connected, enabling them to provide seamless logistics
solutions.

PRIME GLOBAL LOGISTICS PROVIDES:

Logistics project management
Freight forwarding
Custom Broking
Heavy haulage
Onsite material handling
Warehouse management
Operational logistics support – provision of
maintenance and consumables
LOGISTIC CONSULTANCY SERVICES
INCLUDING:

Development of logistics strategies for project of all sizes and
complexities
Logistics expediting
Pre shipment inspections (AQIS compliance, project packing
and preservation procedure compliance and sea fastening)
A Perth based consolidation depot
Partnership with a multi-national logistics company, offering
the support of a further 57 offices in 32 countries.
This approach has seen us quickly become the trusted partner of
resource companies working throughout Australia.

TESTIMONIALS
BELOW IS WHAT SOME OF OUR
CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“As one of Prime Global’s longest active clients we are very
pleased to mention that we hold them in high esteem and have
full confidence in their abilities.
We are particularly impressed by the “can do” attitude and
their organisational ability that always achieves a positive
outcome. It is refreshing to deal with a service provider that
works hard to maintain alignment with our business without
the need for a heavy “hands on” relationship.
Open communication is the key to our successful
ongoing partnership”
Graeme O’Grady
General Manager - Marketing,
MZI Resources Ltd

OUR EXPERIENCE

OUR TEAM OF PROJECT MANAGERS HAVE
EXPERIENCE IN:

Prime Global Logistics
is one of Western Australia’s
fastest growing freight
forwarders operating
within a worldwide
network.

Prime
Global
OUR
SERVICES
LOGISTICS

International movement of large project modules and
equipment for construction projects such as North Star
phase 1, Solomon Hub and Christmas Creek mine
Transfer of the Solomon Hub power station from the USA
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Lift studies
This approach has seen us quickly become the trusted partner of
Transport tie-downs and frames
resource companies working throughout
Transport frame verifications and retrofits
Road pavements and bridge verifications
Sea-fastening designs and deck verifications, and
Inspections and assessments of existing transport equipment
to Australian Standards.
Novum are ISO qualified and can provide registration for classified
plant. Recent projects include the sea-fastening design of the
saturation diving system spread for Shell’s FLNG Prelude project,
the retrospective load rating and strengthening of BHPB Mt
Whaleback’s rail bridge network, and numerous modularised
frames for the transport and maintenance of bulk material
handling equipment, such as feeder, screens and chutes.

Bulk Logistics:
Prime Global Logistics brokers bulk carriers for various client. Mostly cape,
panamax and supramax bulkers to better serve our clients. As a provider in
complete logistics management, we manage the entire process from shipment
preparation including liaison with AMSA to ensure all aspects pre-shipment
documentation meet IMO standards. We have established business links with
major ship owners all over the world.
Prime Global Logistics constantly explores more efficient ways to bring down
shipping cost for our clients thus significantly reducing marine transportation
costs.

Container Logistics:
Prime Global Logistics is one of Western Australia’s fastest growing global freight
forwarders operating within a worldwide network. Customised solutions for your
specific ocean freight requirement are at the heart of our services.
Our extensive and long-term relations with shipping lines mean we can provide
you with access to a global carrier portfolio, covering major ports, with the best
transit times, fully flexible scheduling and space protection agreements to meet
your individual shipping needs.
Prime Global Logistics can offer a flexible range of Ocean Freight services for
both Less-Than-Container Load (LCL) and Full-Container Load (FCL) shipments.
These are backed by comprehensive Ocean Freight Management Services as well
as Break-bulk, Project Forwarding, Partial and Full Charter Services.
Regardless of the size of your business, our dedicated implementation teams will
ensure a smooth and quick introduction to our systems.

Project Logistics:
We supply project logistics services to customers involved in the construction and
supply of industrial projects, whatever their role - project owner, contractor or
supplier.
Prime Global Logistics project services are customised for each individual
contract, to satisfy these often complex tasks. Our specialist teams use the
creativity and skills that come from long experience in the field. Anything heavy
and oversized gets our special attention.
With consulting, planning, preparation and execution capabilities in the same
hands, we offer an integrated approach to ensure that we meet our customers’
precise schedules, whether the components originate from one country or from
across the globe.
Our Project delivery success is based on strong hands on management and
integrating with our client’s project schedule.

Bulk Logistics:
Prime Global Logistics brokers bulk carriers for various client. Mostly cape,
panamax and supramax bulkers to better serve our clients. As a provider in
complete logistics manage, we manage the entire process from shipment
preparation including liaison with AMSA to ensure all aspects pre-shipment
documentation meet IMO standards. We have established business links with
major ship owners all over the world.
Prime Global Logistics constantly explores more efficient ways to bring down
shipping cost for our clients thus significantly reducing marine transportation
costs.

Container Logistics:
Prime Global Logistics is one of Western Australia the largest global freight
forwarders operating within a worldwide network. Customised solutions for your
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Our extensive and long-term relations with shipping lines mean we can provide
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you with access to a global carrier portfolio, covering major ports, with the best
transit times, fully flexible scheduling and space protection agreements to meet
your individual shipping needs.
Prime Global Logistics can offer a flexible range of Ocean Freight services for
both Less-Than-Container Load (LCL) and Full-Container Load (FCL) shipments.
These are backed by comprehensive Ocean Freight Management Services as well
as Break-bulk, Project Forwarding, Partial and Full Charter Services.
Regardless of the size of your business, our dedicated implementation teams will
ensure a smooth and quick introduction to our systems.

Project Logistics:
We supply project logistics services to customers involved in the construction and
supply of industrial projects, whatever their role - project owner, contractor or
supplier.
Prime Global Logistics project services are customised for each individual
contract, to satisfy these often complex tasks. Our specialist teams use the
creativity and skills that come from long experience in the field. Anything heavy
and oversized gets our special attention.
With consulting, planning, preparation and execution capabilities in the same
hands, we offer an integrated approach to ensure that we meet our customers’
precise schedules, whether the components originate from one country or from
across the globe.
Our Project delivery success is based on strong hands on management and
integrating with our client’s project schedule.

